John & Caleb Vincent of Ohio
Vincent - Ohio rifle parts kit:
#Lock-GG-SR
#Stk-JVI-13-M1

lock, Goulcher percussion, for drum
stock, shaped, pre-inlet, maple

$ 92.99
$175.00

• Stock available in 13/16” and 7/8” Fancy maple at extra cost

#GMT-40-A-36
Vincent ~ Ohio Rifle
by
John Bergmann
created from Track’s best parts,
with a .40 caliber 7/8” octagon barrel.
An odd pewter overlay, visible behind the
breech, on the lock side, prevents damage
caused by repeated cap overspray. This clever
feature is found on many original Vincent rifles.

Ohio rifle makers John Vincent, and his son John Caleb
Vincent, were famous for their slim halfstock Ohio rifles.
Prolific early Ohio gun makers, several Vincent rifles have
survived to become treasured by collectors.
Typically stocked in curly maple and trimmed in brass, Vincent
rifles were often decorated with silver inlays.
Surprisingly comfortable for offhand matches, you will like
our Vincent rifle stock. The curved buttplate is an advantage
when shooting off-hand, and this light rifle has modest recoil
in .40 or .45 or even .50 caliber.
This project is a fairly easy to build, thanks to our refined stock
pattern, which was perfected by Michael Hayes, and our many
gunsmithing options to speed the barrel work.

barrel, .40 caliber, 13/16” octagon, 36” $144.99

• We offer 13/16” barrels in other calibers, lengths, up to .45 caliber.

#Plug-ST-14-5
#TR-DST-4
#TG-Vinc-2-B
#BP-Vinc-1-B
#TP-KGW-1-B
#SP-Vincent-B
#Rib-TR-13-24
#Ramrod-5

breech plug, straight tang, 5/8-18
double lever double set trigger
triggerguard, wax cast brass
buttplate, wax cast brass
toeplate, brass
sideplate, brass
rib, for 13/16” octagon barrel
ramrod, 5/16” x 48”, unfinished

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

7.99
41.99
29.99
27.50
3.49
2.59
23.99
1.39

• All Vincent halfstocks are drilled for a slim 5/16” ramrod.

#RT-5-10-B
ramrod tip, 5/16” brass, 10-32
$ 2.29
#UL-NW-1
milled underlug  for barrel pin
$ 1.50
#RP-Vinc-E-5-B rod entry pipe, 5/16”, brass
$ 8.19
#RP-Vinc-H-5-B forward pipe, 5/16”, brass, use two
$ 5.49
#Pewter
forend cap ingot and instructions
$ 5.99
#FS-TC-HB-TH front sight, silver blade, brass base
$ 4.29
#RS-DRU-CT
rear sight, wax cast steel
$ 7.99
#Drum-8-5-FL
powder drum, 1/2” body, undrilled
$ 2.99
#RST-S
nipple, 1/4-28, stainless
$ 3.99
#IN-Scroll-2-S
forend inlay, nickel silver, use two
$ 1.10
#IN-Star-2-S
cheek piece inlay, nickel silver
$ 1.10
#Screw-Set-VR set of unplated screws and pins
$ 7.29
#Plan-Vincent
full scale Vincent rifle plans
$ 6.50
Vincent ~ Ohio rifle parts kit, as listed.............................$617.21

#SP-Vincent-B
Vincent sideplate,
brass
$2.59

#Lock-GG-SR
Goulcher
cap lock
for Vincent rifle
$92.99

#Flash-Cup-2
fits under nipple
brass
$2.99
Flash Cups fit under nipples, to protect wood:
Brass cups surround the nipple, to protect stock and barrel from
overspray. Often found on original Vincent rifles. Rotate the high side
to the rear, to protect the shooter. These fit standard 1/4-28 nipple.
#Flash-Cup-2
flash cup, brass, deep, 1/4” hole
only $2.99
#Flash-Cup-2-I flash cup, iron, deep, 1/4” hole
only $2.99
#Flash-Cup-2-S flash cup, nickel, deep, 1/4” hole
only $3.99
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